
Kino Flo’s new FreeStyle 31 LED’s include three menu 
options, one white and two color menus. Those who prefer 
to work with white light can use the “white menu” that gives 

the user access to Dimming, Kelvin and Green/Magenta 
control channels. Kelvin range is from 2700K tungsten to 
6500K daylight.  What’s more, a newly designed quick-

release system allows you to remove the LED panel from 
the plastic housing. 

Available on AE4, FREE, because that is our stye.

AE PLAYBOOK SUMMER 2017
“If what you did YESTERDAY seems big, 

you haven’t done anything TODAY.” - Lou Holtz 
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LOTS OF LIGHTS NOW FOR 
1/4 OF LIST PRICE

Welcome to the Bargain Basement 
 where the lights are old and not very 
pretty, but they still get the job done.

                LIST/DAY     WOW PRICE!
   
   HMI PARS
   LTM 6K/12K Par                $1029/$1200       $257/$300
   Desisti/Strand 2.5K/4K par      $696/$890      $174/$222 
   Desisti/Strand 1200W par        $477                    $119
   Desisti/Strand 575w par           $454                    $114 
     
   TUNGSTEN FRESNEL
   Desisti / Strand 10K                 $290                    $73
   Desisti / Strand 5K                   $201                     $50 
     
   KINOFLO     
   Image 80/85                             $356                    $89
   Flathead 80                              $356                     $89 
   Parabeam 400                          $495                    $124 
   Vista Beam 600                        $469                    $117
   Barfly 400                                 $360                     $90
   Barfly 200                                 $201                    $50
   Barfly 100                                 $155                    $39   
                  
                 *Speak to your sales rep for extended pricing.

KINO FREESTYLE  

INTRODUCING 
AE’S NEW 
CAMERA 

DEPARTMENT 
GIRL  

Original Artwork by 
UK’s Fiona Stevenson.

                   PRICE PER UNIT 
         (Book less 50%)

PLUS 1  $137.50
PLUS 2  $162.50
PLUS 2L $162.50
PLUS 3  $187.50 (coming soon)

PLUS 4*           $212.50 (coming soon)

                   PLUS 
BE ONE OF THE FIRST IN THE WORLD TO TRY  

AT EARTH SHATTERING PRICES. 

This latest edition of LiteMats has double the output (1 full stop 
brighter) of the S2 version. It also comes with a V-lock battery 

mount and with new locking connectors. 

ZOOMING AHEAD 
Fewer Zooms are going out.  Some suggest this 
decline is a trend; they are just not in style at this time.  
I think the cost may be a deciding factor, as any 
expensive, but non-essential conveniences get 
scrubbed once the budget runs low on gas.  It is not 
that Camera Companies are ripping anyone off, an 
Optimo 24-290mm still costs $74,000 US., so you 
can’t just give them away.   However, because we 
already have a fair number of rentals under our belt, 
we can afford to test my theory.  Effective immediately, 
we have significantly lowered the list prices of our 
zooms such that you will be saving money if just 
renting a zoom alone, but with a 50% discount when 
combined with an AE Camera Package or Combo, 
Zooms should affordable on most jobs. 

ZOOMS:                            List         30%      w/Package 
     or Combo

Fujinon Cabrio 19-90        $550    $385      $275
Fujinon Cabrio 85-300                             $550    $385      $275
Angenieux Optimo Light-Weight 15-40    $600    $420      $300
Angenieux Optimo Light-Weight 28-76    $600    $420      $300
Angenieux Optimo 17-80                         $650    $455      $325
Angenieux Optimo 24-290                       $750    $525      $375
 Angenieux 25-50 HR                               $250     $175     $125

Please remember we can only offer these rates on AE equipment, so as always, book early and 
avoid disappointment. 

AE4FREE 
By months end, *AE4  
will have two Plus 4  
kits at no additional 

cost. 
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